
 
 

2019 MFGRC End of Year Awards Entry Form 
 
Members of the Mid-Florida Golden Retriever Club who meet the criteria for eligibility are invited to submit 
entries for the club’s annual year-end awards. 
 
The dates for the awards run from December 1, 2018 to November 30, 2019. All entries must be received by 
December 1, 2019, at 6 p.m. ET. NONE will be accepted after the deadline. Entries can be emailed to Betty 
Lambert at blambert18@cfl.rr.com or sent by mail to Betty Lambert, 1918 Sir Lancelot Circle, St. Cloud, FL 
34772. (if entry sent by mail, it must be received, not postmarked, by the same deadline as email). 
 
If sending entry via email, please fill out this form and scan for emailing. If sending by mail, it is advisable to 
make a copy in case the entry gets lost in the mail.  
 
Dogs MUST reside with the person making the application. To be eligible for any official MFGRC award, 
member MUST have attended one club general meeting and volunteered at two club functions during the 
awards period (or performed the equivalent work behind-the-scenes, subject to approval and verification). 
Information must be included on the entry form about meetings attended and club work performed (all subject to 
verification). 
 
MFGRC is offering the following awards for 2019: 
 
Agility Dog of the Year 
Field Dog of the Year 
Obedience Dog of the Year 
Rally Dog of the Year 
Show Dog of the Year (Conformation) 
Tracking Dog of the Year 
Versatility Award (calculated by adding points from at least three separate categories) 
 
Recipients of all awards listed above receive custom car magnet created by K9 Designs and presented by 
MFGRC. In addition, recipient of Show Dog of the Year receives special award of perpetual trophy donated by 
Wonderland’s Golden Retrievers.  
 
Fallchase Owner-Handler Award – recognizing the club’s top owner-handler in conformation with a perpetual 
award donated by Fallchase Kennels.  
 
Gold Standard Challenge -- awarded to the owner handler accumulating the highest points in breed shows and 
field events during the awards year.  
  



APPLICATION MUST BE RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 1, 2019, AT 6 P.M. ET 
 
Dog’s AKC registered name __________________________________________________ 
 
Submitted by ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Owned by ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Phone __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Email: ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Date/location of club meeting attended (will be confirmed with club secretary): 
 
 
(date) ____________________ (location) ______________________________________ 
 
 
Club functions worked at (or equivalent behind-the-scenes work, subject to approval) 
 
 
First _____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Second ___________________________________________________________ 
 
 

  



AGILITY DOG OF THE YEAR 
 
Please list names, dates of trials, where legs, titles, placements were earned. (use separate page). 
Passes for all Novice, Open or Excellent passes earned AFTER a title has been completed DO NOT 
COUNT. Only additional double-Qs in Excellent and MACH points are counted after the MACH title has 
been awarded. 

 
NAP leg (limit 3 legs)   = #  x 2 pts =       NJP leg 
(limit 3 legs)   = #  x 2 pts =       
NFP leg (limit 3 legs)   = #  x 2 pts =       
NA leg (limit 3 legs)     = #  x 3 pts =      
NAJ leg (limit 3 legs)   = #  x 3 pts =       
NF leg (limit 3 legs)     = #  x 3 pts =     
OAP leg (limit 3 legs)  = #  x 4 pts =       OJP leg 
(limit 3 legs)  = #  x 4 pts =       
OFP leg (limit 3 legs)  = #  x 4 pts =       
OA leg (limit 3 legs)    = #  x 5 pts =      
OAJ leg (limit 3 legs)  = #  x 5 pts =       
OF leg (limit 3 legs)    = #  x 5 pts =     
AXP leg (limit 3 legs)  = #  x 6 pts =        
AJP leg (limit 3 legs)  = #  x 6 pts =       
XFP leg (limit 3 legs) = #  x 6 pts =      
AX leg (limit 3 legs)   = #  x 7 pts =      

AXJ leg (limit 3 legs) = #  x 7 pts =       

XF leg (limit 3 legs)   = #    x 7 pts =     

MXP leg (limit 10 legs) = #  x 8 pts =       

MJP leg (limit 10 legs) = #  x 8 pts =       

MFP leg (limit 10 legs) = #  x 8 pts =       

MX leg (limit 10 legs) = #  x 9 pts =        

MXJ leg (limit 10 legs) = #  x 9 pts =       

MF leg (limit 10 legs) = #  x 9 pts =       Double Q’s 
(no limit) = #  x 10 pts =     

MACH points (no limit) = # MACH pts__  divided by 5 =_ (round up to nearest whole pt)  
 
TOTAL AGILITY POINTS = ___  _______________________________ 

 
 

FIELD DOG OF THE YEAR 
 

Please list hunt test name and date for any title or leg earned. (Use separate page). Passes for WC, JH or 
SH earned AFTER a title has been completed DO NOT COUNT. Only additional MH legs and WCX passes 
are counted after the MH or WCX title has been awarded. 
 
Junior Hunter (limit 4 legs) = #______________ x 4 pts =_______________________       
Senior Hunter (limit 5 legs) = #______________ x 10 pts =______________________       
Master Hunter (no limit) = #_________________ x 25 pts =______________________     
WC (limit 1 pass) = 3 pts    ______________  
WCX (limit 1 pass) = 5 pts  ______________   
Derby Placement (no limit) = #______________ x 20 pts =_______________________           
Derby JAM (no limit) = # ___________________x 10 pts = _______________________ 
Field Trial Qualifying Placement 3rd thru JAM (no limit) = # x 50 pts =     
Field Trial Qualifying (1st, 2nd or any placement/JAM in AA stake (no limit) = #_____x 100 pts =______    
 
TOTAL FIELD POINTS = ________________________________________________ 



OBEDIENCE DOG OF THE YEAR 
RALLY DOG OF THE YEAR 

 
Please list names/dates of trials where legs, titles, placements were earned. (Use separate page).  
Passes for titles other than RAE, UDX or OTCH earned AFTER a title has been completed DO NOT 
COUNT. Only additional RAE, UDX legs and OTCH points are counted after the UDX or OTCH title has 
been awarded. 
 
CD leg (limit 3 legs) = # __________   x 4 pts =_______________________       
CDX leg (limit 3 legs) = #___________x 6 pts =______________________         
UD leg (limit 3 legs) = #____________x 8 pts =______________________       
Optional Titling Classes: 

BN leg (limit 3 legs) = #______x 1 point =_______________     
GN leg (limit 3 legs) = #______x 2 points =______________      
GO leg (limit 3 legs) = #______x 4 points =______________      
VER leg (limit 3 legs) = #_____x 5 points =______________      
PCD leg (limit 3 legs) = #_____x 1 point =_______________      
PCDX leg (limit 3 legs) = #____x 2 points =______________         
PUD leg (limit 3 legs) = #_____ x 3 points =______________     

UDX legs (no limit) = #_________x 10 pts =______________       
OM Points (no limit) = # =_________pts 
OTCH points (no limit) = # OTCH  pts ________ divided by 2 =_______x 3 pts =________(round to nearest 
whole pt) 
RN leg (limit 3 legs) = #___________x 1 pt =_________________       
RI leg (limit 3 legs) = #____________x 1 pt =_________________     
RA leg (limit 3 legs) = #___________x 2 pts =________________       
RE leg (limit 3 legs) = #___________x 3 pts =________________      
RM leg (limit 3 legs) = #___________x 3 pts =________________     
RAE leg (no limit) = #_____________x 3 pts =________________ 
 
TOTAL OBEDIENCE POINTS = _________________________________ 
 
TOTAL RALLY POINTS = _____________________________________     
 
Ties for Obedience or Rally Dog of the Year will be broken by placements using point system of 4 pts for 1st, 3 
pts for 2nd, 2 pts for 3rd and 1 pt for 4th. 
 

 
 

TRACKING DOG OF THE YEAR 
 

Please list names of shows, trials, dates where title was earned. Passes for TD, TDX or VST earned 
AFTER a title has been completed DO NOT COUNT. 
 
TD (limit 1 pass) = 12 pts       __________________________________      
TDU (limit 1 pass) = 25 pts     __________________________________   
TDX (limit 1 pass) = 50 pts     __________________________________    
VST (limit 1 pass) = 100 pts   __________________________________    
 
TOTAL TRACKING POINTS =  _________________________________  
 
 

 



SHOW DOG OF THE YEAR (CONFORMATION) 
 
Please list name of shows, dates of wins, points earned. (use separate page) 
 
Best of Breed (no limit) = #________________ x 10 pts = ____________________                      
Best of Opposite Sex (no limit) = #__________ x 5 pts = _____________________                    
Select Dog or Select Bitch (no limit) = #______ x 2 pts = _____________________       
JAM (no limit) + #____________x 1 pt  = _____________________     
Group 4 (no limit) = #________ x 15 pts = ____________________                      
Group 3 (no limit) = #________ x 20 pts = ____________________                     
Group 2 (no limit) = #________ x 25 pts = ____________________                     
Group 1 (no limit) = #________ x 30 pts = ____________________                 
Specialty Best of Breed (no limit) = #___________ x 25 pts = ________________        
Best In Show (no limit) = #__________ x 50 pts = _________________         
POINTS earned (limit 15 CH points) = # AKC CH pts earned =______x 10 pts = ____      
GRCA CCA (Certificate of Conformation Assessment) (limit 1) = 3 pts _________     
 
 
TOTAL CONFORMATION POINTS = __________________________________ 

 
 

MISCELLANEOUS COMPANION TITLES 
 

½ point per qualifying score at any level in the following AKC sponsored competition: 
 
Barn Hunt (no limit) =               #__________x 0.5 pts =_________________     
Dock Diving (no limit) =            #__________x 0.5 pts = _________________    
Fast CAT (no limit) =                #__________x 0.5 pts = _________________ 
Lure Coursing (no limit) =        # _________ x 0.5 pts = _________________ 
Scent Work (no limit) =            # _________x 0.5 pts = _________________ 
 
½ point for certifications/titles won in the following AKC sponsored venues: 
 
CGC (limit 1) = 0.5 pts = ____________ ________________________ 
Farm Dog (limit 1) = 0.5 pts = _________________________________ 
Trick Dog (limit 1) = 0.5 pts = __________________________________ 
 
 
TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS POINTS ____________________________ 
 

 
VERSATILITY AWARD 

 
Combine points from at least three different categories (show + field + miscellaneous, for example). Please 
note, obedience and rally are considered ONE category. 
 
 
 
TOTAL VERSATILITY POINTS EARNED = ____________________________________ 
 
 

  



MFGRC Fallchase Owner-Handler Award - 2019 
 

Members of the Mid-Florida Golden Retriever Club who compete in conformation as an owner-handler 
and meet criteria are eligible for the annual Fallchase Owner-Handler award, recognizing the club’s top 
owner-handler. The award, donated by Fallchase Kennels, will be presented at the club’s Christmas 
party on Dec. 14. Criteria for eligibility are the same as all other MFGRC year-end awards. 
 

Please list name of shows, dates of wins, points earned. (use separate page) 
 
Best of Breed (no limit) = #________________ x 10 pts = ____________________                      
Best of Opposite Sex (no limit) = #__________ x 5 pts = _____________________                    
Select Dog or Select Bitch (no limit) = #______ x 2 pts = _____________________       
JAM (no limit) + #____________x 1 pt  = _____________________     
Group 4 (no limit) = #________ x 15 pts = ____________________                      
Group 3 (no limit) = #________ x 20 pts = ____________________                     
Group 2 (no limit) = #________ x 25 pts = ____________________                     
Group 1 (no limit) = #________ x 30 pts = ____________________                 
Specialty Best of Breed (no limit) = #___________ x 25 pts = ________________        
Best In Show (no limit) = #__________ x 50 pts = _________________         
POINTS earned (limit 15 CH points) = # AKC CH pts earned =______x 10 pts = ____      
GRCA CCA (Certificate of Conformation Assessment) (limit 1) = 3 pts _________     
 
 
 
TOTAL O-H CONFORMATION POINTS = __________________________________ 
 
 
  



Gold Standard Challenge – 2019 
 

The Gold Standard Challenge is a perpetual trophy presented by MFGRC member Kristin Sipus in 
memory of Jagger, Sophie and Fisher, three MFGRC Champion Master Hunters. The purpose: to 
encourage all owner-handler MFGRC members competing with one dog in both field and conformation 
events and to recognize their achievements in both areas. It is awarded to the owner-handler 
accumulating the highest points in breed shows and field events during the calendar year according to 
the point schedule below. 
 
Eligibility requirements for the Gold Standard Challenge 
1. Only AKC and GRCA points and field placements or legs earned by the dog's owner handler will 
count toward this trophy. 
2. Points earned December 1, 2018-November 30, 2019 
3. Must be a Mid-Florida Golden Retriever Club member in good standing. 
 
Please list name of shows, dates of wins, points earned. (use separate page) 
 
Conformation 
Best in Show 100 points  
Best owner handled in show 20 points 
Group Placement 1st -40pts, 2nd- 30 pts, 3rd- 20 pts,4th- 10 pts  
O/H group 1st-20 pts, 2nd- 15 pts, 3rd- 10pts, 4th -5 pts 
Best of Breed. 10 points  
Specialty Best of Breed 20 points 
Best of Opposite Sex / Select / Best of Winners 5 points  
Specialty Best Opposite / Select/ Best of winners 10 points 
Winners Dog or Winners Bitch 2 times the number points awarded  
Specialty WD or WB 3 times number points awarded 
Reserve Winner 1 point  
Specialty Reserve Winners 2 points 
 
Field Trials 

 1st 2nd 3rd 4th JAM 
Open or Amateur 150 145 140 135 125 
Qualifying 135 130 125 120 115 
Derby 100 95 90 85 80 

 
Hunt tests 
Master 25 per pass  
Senior 10 per pass (limit of 5)  
Junior 5 per pass (limit of 4) 
WCX 10 (limit 1)  
WC 5 (limit 1) 
 
 
 
 


